
ASSEMBLING

THE BOTTLE SET





Unpack your box – lay out parts



Screw the float 

valve into the 

bottom bowl –

make sure it is 

tight, but do not 

force



Make sure the float valve 

moves freely when 

pushed up



Remove funnel from tank of 

water cooler 

(if applicable) normally just a 

twist & turn movement



Place bottom bowl onto 

machine with float valve in 

reservoir / tank area



Line up the grooves on the 

bottom bowl with the slots 

on the base of the 

machine.



Unscrew nut from 

bottom of dome

Cloth filter goes inside the come



Place dome in top 

bowl and use nut to 

fasten to the bottom.



Make sure that the rubber 

ring on the neck of the 

filter is flat with no twists 

or turns.  

Take off and replace if 

needed. 

If you have water dripping from the outside of 
the filter you will need to make sure this seal 
ring is correctly positioned. 

When screwing filter in - don’t over tighten.



If you filter has not been pre-flushed, you will 

need to flush it before installing.

Soak in bucket of water for 

24 hours
Run water through filter

When filled tip out water. 

Repeat until water runs 

clean

Fill filter with tap water and 

firmly tap with palm of hand 

to force water through filter. 

Repeat a few times



Screw the filter 

into the top bowl 

as indicated.

Make sure that 

the threads line 

up. 

It should be tight 

but do not over
tighten – do not 

force.



Place the white ring on 

top of the bottom bowl



Place the top bowl on 

top of the white ring



You can now fill up with 

tap water.



Only fill up until the bottom bowl 

is full.

Maximum water level line 

indicated on the bottom bowl, 

just under the white ring.



Replace lid



Placement of water cooler

As the filter takes out all the 

chlorine in the water,  it doesn’t 

like getting too much light – either 

direct sunlight, fluorescent light or 

just a bright room.

If you do find that the water cooler 

gets a brown/green build up in the 

bottom bowl, and needs regular 

cleaning –get a bowl cover to keep 

light off the filter.



Maintenance

Unscrew float valve from bottom bowl & clean under 

running water with a chux every few months. If ever 

you have water leaking from your machine – clean the 

float valve

At least every 6 months, disassemble the complete bowl set 

and clean under running water using a NEW chux cloth.

Take out cloth filters from dome once a month and 

rinse under running water.


